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Abstract
A major obstacle in computed tomography (CT) is the reduction of harmful
x-ray dose while maintaining the quality of reconstructed images. Methods
which exploit the sparse representations of tomographic images have long
been known to improve the quality of reconstructions from low-dose data.
Recent work has shown the promise of adaptive, rather than fixed, sparse
representations. In particular, the synthesis dictionary learning framework
has been shown to outperform traditional regularization techniques. How-
ever, these methods scale poorly with data size, and may be prohibitively
expensive for practical tomographic reconstruction.
In this thesis, we propose a new method for image reconstruction from
low-dose data. The method combines a statistical iterative reconstruction
framework with an adaptive sparsifying transform penalty. An alternating
minimization approach is used to jointly reconstruct the image while learning
a sparsifying transform adapted to the particular image being reconstructed.
The Alternating Direction Method of Multipliers is used to provide a compu-
tationally efficient solution to the statistically weighted minimization prob-
lem.
Numerical experiments are performed on phantom data and clinical CT
images. Dose reduction is achieved through reduction in the number of views
and reduction in the photon flux. The results indicate the adaptive sparsify-
ing transform regularization outperforms state-of-the-art synthesis sparsity
methods at speeds rivaling total-variation regularization.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
There is a growing concern about the public health risk posed by the radi-
ation dose delivered by x-ray CT, which is now responsible for more than
60% of the x-ray dose to patients in the US, Europe, and Japan. X-ray
dose reduction has therefore taken on increased importance, as evidenced
by the recent NIH Summit on Managing Dose in CT with the mandate of
achieving “the routine sub-millisievert CT Exam” [1]. Key to achieving this
goal are advancements in image reconstruction algorithms. Unlike the indus-
try standard linear filtered backprojection algorithm, iterative reconstruction
algorithms can produce high-quality images from low-dose data by incorpo-
rating detailed models of the data acquisition process and noise statistics,
and of the image being reconstructed. Such algorithms have been recently
introduced into the marketplace by the major CT vendors, with products
such as GE’s Veo claiming x-ray dose reduction of up to 80%.
However, these algorithms still fall short of the sub-millisievert NIH dose
mandate. Image reconstruction quality can be further improved by incorpo-
rating more sophisticated models of the image data. Recently, signal models
in which the data is assumed to have a sparse representation in some form
have shown enormous promise. The assumption of sparsity is at the heart of
popular regularization methods for the inverse problem of image reconstruc-
tion, such as total-variation (TV) regularization.
The performance of a sparse signal model strongly depends on how accu-
rately the model describes the data. As a result, there has been much effort
spent on hand-designing representations and transformations for sparse sig-
nal modeling, such as wavelets, curvelets, shearlets, and many others. While
mathematical theory provides quite effective sparse representations for cer-
tain classes of one-dimensional signals, the high dimensionality of modern
data such as 3D and 4D images, video, and multispectral data makes ana-
lytic design of sparse models for natural images difficult.
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Rather than describing the sparse structure of a signal analytically, recent
work has explored techniques to adaptively learn such a signal model from
the data itself. Data-adaptive sparse modeling of signals has shown to be
capable of substantially outperforming state of the art schemes in MRI [2],
two-dimensional low-dose and limited-angle CT [3, 4, 5], and many other
inverse problems. These schemes leverage the so-called synthesis sparsity
model, in which the signal of interest is assumed to be synthesized from the
linear combination of a small subset of signals from a larger collection called
a dictionary. Simultaneously learning this dictionary while reconstructing
the image provides significant improvements over methods such as TV or
ℓ1+Wavelets.
However, this type of data-adaptive sparse signal modeling significantly
increases the amount of time required to reconstruct an image. The syn-
thesis sparsity model is inherently burdened with high computational cost,
requiring the solution of an NP-hard subproblem known as sparse coding.
Although algorithms exist to approximate the solution to the sparse coding
problem, they are known to scale poorly with data size. This limits the utility
of synthesis sparsity regularization for practical tomographic reconstruction.
Recently, Ravishankar and Bresler proposed an alternative type of sparse
modeling known as transform sparsity. A matrix, called a sparsifying trans-
form, is learned, which, when applied to data, causes the result to be nearly
sparse. The authors have proposed algorithms [6, 7] that can adapt a sparsi-
fying transform to data at much lower cost than competing synthesis sparsity
algorithms. Further, unlike the synthesis case, the learning and application of
a sparsifying transform does not require the solution of an NP-hard problem.
In this thesis, we investigate the use of adaptive sparsifying transforms
to improve 2D tomographic reconstruction. We demonstrate that adap-
tive sparsifying transforms outperform the state-of-the-art synthesis sparsity
methods, while their computational cost is much lower, and comparable to
TV regularization.
The remainder of the thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2, we
review the fundamentals of 2D tomography and common statistical recon-
struction techniques, as well as the common sparsity models and prior work
on sparsity-based regularization for tomographic reconstruction. An algo-
rithm to incorporate adaptive sparsifying transforms into the tomographic
reconstruction process is detailed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the perfor-
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mance of this algorithm is evaluated on synthetic test phantoms as well as
clinical data. We conclude with remarks on possible directions for future
work in Chapter 5.
A brief note on notation: matrices and linear operators will be represented
with capital letters, while vectors will be written in lower case. Given a
matrix A, its Hermitian adjoint will be written A∗. Images will be treated
as both n× n matrices and n2 × 1 vectors. Given a vector x, the k-th entry
will be given by xk. Sequences will be indexed using superscripts, with x
k
referring to the k-th entry in a sequence. The n× n identity matrix will be
written In, and an n× 1 vector with all entries equal to 1 will be written 1n.
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Chapter 2
Background and Related Work
2.1 Tomography
In parallel beam tomography, an object to be imaged is exposed to multiple
x-rays traveling along parallel lines [8, 9]. A detector measures the intensity
of the received x-ray, which is attenuated as it travels through the object.
For an inhomogeneous, two-dimensional medium with spatially-varying linear
attenuation coefficient x(ξ, ν), the integral of x(ξ, ν) along a path orthogonal
to the vector with polar coordinates (t, θ) is called a projection and given by
pθ(t) =
∫
x(ξ, ν)δ(t− ξ cos θ − ν sin θ)dξdν. (2.1)
The angle θ indicates the angle of projection, while t determines the distance
from the origin. An illustration is given in Figure 2.1.
The intensity of the received x-ray is given through Beer’s law as
Iθ(t) = I0 exp {−pθ(t)}, (2.2)
where I0 represents the initial intensity of the transmitted x-ray. If I is
measured and I0 is known, the projection of the attenuation coefficient along
the line parameterized by (t, θ) can be found as
pθ(t) = − log(Iθ(t)
I0
). (2.3)
The collection of pθ(t) for all t > 0 and 0 ≤ θ ≤ π is called the 2D
Radon transform of x(ξ, ν). The Radon transform is a linear operator will
be represented byR. Replacing θ by (θ−π/2), the Radon transform coincides
with the 2D x-ray transform.
Informally, the Radon transform of an object generates a collection of
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Figure 2.1: Illustration of the pair (t, θ). The red vector is orthogonal to
the x-ray path, shown as dashed blue line.
“shadows” of the object. The tomographic reconstruction problem is to
reconstruct the object, x, given its Radon transform P = Rx. There are two
methods to accomplish this: analytic inversion based on the operator R, and
optimization-based approaches.
In the former method, the operator R is explicitly inverted, either through
use of the Projection-Slice Theorem or the Singular Value Decomposition
[8, 9]. The most popular inversion algorithm is known as Filtered Back
Projection (FBP) and is performed by
xˆ = R∗HP (2.4)
where xˆ is the reconstructed image, R∗ is the adjoint of R and is known as
back projection, and H is a linear shift-invariant filtering operator with an
appropriate filter (e.g., the Ram-Lak filter).
In practice, both the image and projections must be represented as dis-
crete quantities for use in a computer. This leads to an alternative approach
in which we replace the continuous Radon transform with a discretized ap-
proximation, which we represent as the matrix A. This matrix is called the
system matrix. We also replace the 2D function x(ξ, ν) by a vector x ∈ Rn.
We can then write the intensity of the k-th projection through Beer’s law as
gk = I0 exp {−[Ax]k}. (2.5)
Letting yk = − log (gk/I0), we can then frame the tomographic reconstruction
problem as the solution to the linear set of equations y = Ax.
In principle, the image x can be recovered through the use of direct in-
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version of A . However, for problems of practical interest, the matrix A is
easily of size on the order of 106 × 106 and much larger in 3D tomography,
prohibiting the use of direct inversion. Instead, either a discretized form of
FBP or iterative methods such as conjugate gradient must be used.
Rather than directly reconstructing x from its measurements y, tomo-
graphic reconstruction can be framed as an optimization problem which in-
corporates additional prior information. Such information is crucial when
reconstructing images in a high-noise setting or if an incomplete set of pro-
jections is available. A popular choice is to enforce data fidelity by using the
two-norm while adding additional regularization terms to encourage which
solutions obey a particular model. This is known as a penalized least squares
problem, and can be written as
min
x
‖y − Ax‖22 + λJ(x) (2.6)
where J : Rn → R is called a regularizer.
In the case that A is has a non-trivial nullspace, a regularizer is neces-
sary to ensure a unique solution to (2.6). Even if A is non-singular, it may
still be ill-conditioned, and regularization is necessary to improve the con-
ditioning of the inverse problem. In general, regularization reduces noise in
the reconstructed image at the cost of bias, a trade-off that is controlled
through parameter λ. A popular modern regularization function for image
reconstruction is the total variation (TV) semi-norm, defined as
‖x‖TV =
∑
i,j
√
|(xi+1,j − xi,j)|2 + |(xi,j+1 − xi,j)|2, (2.7)
which is known to promote smoothness in the reconstructed image while
retaining sharp edges [10].
The introduction of the regularizer in (2.6) comes with the cost of generally
requiring iterative methods to solve the minimization problem. If J(·) is
differentiable, a popular choice is the conjugate gradient algorithm. In the
case of nondifferentiable J(·), such as total variation regularization, splitting
methods such as ADMM or Split-Bregman have become popular [11]. Note
that the size of A prohibits the use of second-order optimization schemes,
which involve the inverse of the massive Hessian matrix.
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2.2 PWLS Reconstruction
Additional prior information can be incorporated into the reconstruction
framework by statistically modeling noise present in the acquisition scheme
[12].
In particular, we model the number of photons received at the detector, gk,
corresponding the k-th projection [Ax]k as a Poisson random variable with
gk ∼ Poi
{
I0e
−[Ax]k
}
. (2.8)
The quantity I0 is called the photon flux and represents the number of pho-
tons received at the k-th detector in the absence of an object in the path
of the ray. We assume this quantity is known and common to all detector
elements, although the latter assumption can be easily relaxed. This statisti-
cal model can be further improved, for example by accounting for electronic
noise in detector elements.
We collect the number of received photons corresponding to all projections
into a random vector g˜ ∈ RM . A particular realization of this vector will be
denoted by g ∈ RM . Assuming that gk are statistically independent random
variables, the conditional distribution of the projection data given the image
x is given by
P [g˜ = g|x] =
M∏
k=1
(
I0e
−[Ax]k
)gk
gk!
exp
{−I0e−[Ax]k} . (2.9)
We the quantity L(g|x) = − log (P [g˜ = g|x]) is called the negative log likeli-
hood of g given x. Ignoring terms which do not depend on x, L(g|x) reduces
to
L(g|x) =
(
M∑
k=1
log (gk!) + I0e
−[Ax]k + gk[Ax]k
)
. (2.10)
If we treat the image x ∈ RN as a discrete random variable being drawn
from a distribution with probability mass function f(x), we can then formu-
late the tomographic reconstruction problem as the MAP estimation problem
xˆ = max
x
P [g˜ = g|x] (2.11)
= min
x
L(g|x)− log f(x) (2.12)
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where the equivalent minimization problem follows from Bayes rule and the
monotonicity of the logarithm.
A solution of (2.12) is possible, although the nonlinear nature of L(g|x)
makes such a solution computationally challenging. Assuming reasonably
high photon counts, it is common to approximate L(g|x) by a quadratic
function. A second order Taylor approximation to (2.10) yields
L(g|x) ≈ −1
2
‖y − Ax‖2W , (2.13)
where W is a diagonal weighting matrix with wk = gk and yk = − log (gk/I0)
[12]. With this choice of weighting, projections that travel through dense
regions and are heavily attenuated receive a lower weight than projections
which are less attenuated.
Substituting − log f(x) = λJ(x) and combining with (2.13), the MAP
problem (2.12) can be approximated as
min
x
‖y − Ax‖2W + λJ(x). (2.14)
Problem (2.14) is known as the penalized weighted least squares (PWLS)
problem. We can interpret the PLS problem (2.6) as a further approximation
to the MAP problem by takingW = I. The addition of the weighting matrix
W has been shown to significantly increase the quality of reconstruction
[12], although its large dynamic range causes the inverse problem to be ill-
conditioned. In turn, solving (2.14) using an iterative algorithm can require
many iterations for convergence.
The MAP problem (2.12) can be further simplified by using a Gaussian
approximation to the Poisson distribution. This has the effect of replacing
W with an identity matrix in (2.14), leading to the PLS problem (2.6).
2.3 Sparse Signal Models
A different type of prior is to assume that the signal of interest follows a
particular signal model. Sparse signal models, in which the signal is assumed
to follow a representation carrying few non-zeros, have become wildly popular
in recent years. We say that a signal x ∈ Rn is s-sparse if at most s of its
coefficients are non-zero. This information is encoded through the use of the
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ℓ0 “norm,” written ‖x‖0, which counts the number of non-zero entries in the
signal x.
There are several types of sparse signal models, which we will review in
the following sections.
2.3.1 Synthesis Sparsity
A class Y of signals y ∈ Rn is said to follow the synthesis sparsity model
if there exists a matrix D ∈ Rn×k such that for every y ∈ Y there exists
an s-sparse vector a ∈ Rk such that y = Da. The matrix D is called a
dictionary and is often overcomplete (n > k). The vector a is called a sparse
code. The synthesis model stipulates that the signal y is synthesized by the
linear combination of at most s columns of the dictionary D.
Given a vector y and a dictionary D, the task of finding the corresponding
sparse vector a is called sparse coding and can be written as the optimization
problem
minimize
a
‖a‖0
subject to y = Da.
(2.15)
The solution to (2.15) is known to be NP-hard, making exact solutions
intractable for problems of practical size [13]. However, algorithms have
been developed to efficiently approximate a solution to (2.15). These are
divided into two classes: greedy algorithms and algorithms based on convex
relaxation. Greedy algorithms sequentially select the “best” columns of a
dictionary to be used in representing a data vector. Popular greedy algo-
rithms include Matching Pursuit [14], Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP)
[15], CoSaMP [16], and many others. The second class of algorithms is based
on a convex relaxation of the sparse coding problem. A convex surrogate,
such as the ℓ1 norm, is chosen to replace the ℓ0 norm, facilitating the use of
powerful techniques from convex optimization.
The usefulness of the synthesis sparse signal model depends on how well
the dictionary represents the given data. As such, much effort has been
spent on schemes to design well-performing dictionaries. Classical analytic
dictionaries are hand-tailored to fit a mathematical model of the data to
be represented. Popular analytic dictionaries include the Fourier, wavelet,
and curvelet dictionaries. These dictionaries are often designed with a com-
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putationally efficient implementation in mind; for example, the fast Fourier
transform (FFT).
However, modern data is increasingly high dimensional, making it difficult
to hand-design analytic dictionaries. An alternative approach is to learn a
dictionary that is well-suited for sparse representations of a given set of data.
Given a set of data {yj}Nj=1, the dictionary learning problem can be stated
as:
Find D, aj such that yj = Daj and ‖aj‖0 ≤ s for all j ∈ {1, . . . n}. (2.16)
Dictionary learning is often cast as the optimization problem:
minimize
D,a
∑
j
‖yj −Daj‖2
subject to ‖aj‖0 ≤ s.
(2.17)
This formulation admits error in the representation by relaxing the equality
in (2.16) so that yj ≈ Dαj. This optimization problem is non-convex and is
difficult to solve. A common approach is to use an alternating minimization
scheme: first, the sparse codes aj are fixed, and the dictionary is updated.
Then, with the dictionary fixed, the sparse codes are updated. This proce-
dure is iterated until a suitable stopping criterion is satisfied. However, al-
ternating minimization still yields a computationally challenging algorithm,
as the problem reduces to sparse coding when D is fixed.
Several algorithms have been proposed to solve (2.17). A popular choice
is the K-SVD algorithm [17], which employs alternating minimization along
with a column-by-column update of the dictionary D. A second choice is
the online dictionary learning algorithm [18], which uses stochastic gradient
descent in the dictionary update step and considers a single training vector
at a time. This leads to an algorithm that can scale gracefully to very large
problem sizes.
Many other dictionary learning schemes have been proposed, including
those with additional structure on the dictionary: for example, the scheme
in [19] learns a dictionary that is the composition of an analytic dictionary,
such as wavelets, and a sparse matrix. This combination leads to efficient
application of the dictionary.
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2.3.2 Analysis Sparsity
A class Y of signals y ∈ Rn is said to follow the analysis sparsity model if
there exists a matrix Ω ∈ Rk×n such that for every y ∈ Y there exists a
corresponding vector q ∈ Rk such that Ωy = q and ‖q‖0 ≤ s. The analysis
model requires that the signal y be analyzed, or sparsified, by the matrix Ω.
The vector q is referred to as an analysis sparse code and, as in the synthesis
case, the analysis sparse coding problem is NP-hard [20]. Also mirroring the
synthesis case, there are many algorithms to approximate the analysis sparse
coding problem [21, 20]. If k < n, the matrix Ω is said to be overcomplete.
The analysis sparsity model can be found throughout signal processing.
For instance, the DFT is an analysis operator for signals that are the sum
of s complex exponentials with frequencies that are multiples of 2π/n, while
wavelets and their multidimensional cousins are approximately analysis op-
erators for a wide variety of signals such as natural images.
As in the synthesis case, it is desirable to learn an analysis operator from
a given set of data. While there has been much attention directed to the
synthesis dictionary learning problem in recent years, the analysis learning
problem is only now becoming popular. Algorithms have been proposed
based on modifications of existing synthesis dictionary learning algorithms
[22], variable-splitting methods [23], and manifold methods [24]. As in the
synthesis case, these algorithms all suffer from the expensive analysis sparse
coding step.
2.3.3 Transform Sparsity
The analysis model requires that the analysis sparse code q lie entirely within
the range space of the operator Ω. For overcomplete analysis operators this
is quite restrictive, as the range of the operator is an n-dimensional subspace
of the k-dimensional space.
Instead, we can think of a generalization of the analysis sparsity model that
allows for compressible, rather than exactly sparse, signals. In particular,
given data y ∈ Rn and a matrix Φ ∈ Rk×n, we require Φy = z+ η, where z is
exactly s-sparse and η is small [6]. A distinguishing feature of the transform
model versus the synthesis or analysis model is that deviation from the ideally
sparse model is captured in the transform, rather than the signal, domain.
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The vector z is called the transform sparse code, and the task of finding z
from Φy is called transform sparse coding. A possible formulation of the
transform sparse coding problem is
minimize
z
‖Φy − z‖2
subject to ‖z‖0 ≤ s.
(2.18)
The solution z of (2.18) can be easily computed by retaining the s entries
of Φy with the largest magnitude. This operation is a projection onto the ℓ0
ball and denoted by Πs(Φy). Other methods of formulating and solving the
transform sparse coding problem have also been considered [25].
Owing to the similarity to classical transform coding with orthonormal
transforms [26], this sparsity model is called the transform model [6]. Pro-
jecting onto the ℓ0 ball to find the transform sparse code z illustrates a key
difference between the transform model and the synthesis/analysis models:
the transform sparse code can be found exactly and in O(sk) time, whereas
the synthesis and analysis sparse coding problems require the solution of an
NP-hard problem.
Ravishankar and Bresler [6, 7] studied the problem of learning a sparsifying
transform from given data. For a set of data {yj}Mj=1, and square (n = k)
transform, the authors propose to solve the optimization problem
minimize
Φ,z
M∑
j=1
‖Φyj − zj‖2 − α log detΦ + β‖Φ‖2F
subject to ‖zj‖0 ≤ s.
(2.19)
The negative log determinant penalty acts as a barrier function to ensure
that the learned transform is nonsingular, provided that the algorithm is
initialized with a nonsingular starting point. The Frobenius norm penalty
enforces good scaling of the learned transform and, in conjunction with the
log determinant, ensures that the learned transform is well-conditioned. The
authors propose to use alternating minimization to solve (2.19). For fixed z,
the problem becomes
minimize
Φ
∑
j
‖Φyj − zj‖2 − α log detΦ + β‖Φ‖2F (2.20)
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which can be solved using standard unconstrained optimization techniques
such as gradient descent or conjugate gradients. The authors have also devel-
oped a closed-form solution the subproblem (2.20) which removes the need
to tune parameters for descent algorithms [27].
With Φ fixed, the update over z becomes
minimize
z
M∑
j=1
‖Φyj − zj‖2 subject to ‖zj‖0 ≤ s. (2.21)
This problem is easily solved by setting zj = Πs(Φyj).
These two subproblems are repeatedly solved until a stopping criterion
is satisfied. A possible choice is to stop when the normalized sparsification
error, defined as
∑M
j=1‖Φyj − zj‖22/‖Φyj‖2, falls below a pre-set threshold.
It can be shown that both subproblems lead to monotonic decrease in the
overall cost function. As the cost function is bounded below, the cost is
guaranteed to converge to a local minimum.
The computational cost of this algorithm is dominated by the products
Y Y T and Y ZT , where Y, Z ∈ Rn×M have j-th column yj, zj respectively. The
cost of calculating Y Y T is O (n2M). Exploiting the fact that zj is s-sparse
can reduce the cost of Y ZT toO (sNn). The ℓ0 projection requires identifying
the s largest elements of each column of Y , and thus costs O (snM).
2.4 Sparsity-Based Regularization for Computed
Tomography
We briefly review the use of sparsity based regularization for computed to-
mography.
2.4.1 Analysis Sparsity Regularization
Edge-preserving and total variation regularization have long been investi-
gated for both low-dose and limited angle tomography [28, 29, 30]. These
schemes can be interpreted within the analysis sparsity model as promoting
images that are sparse under the finite differences operator, or equivalently
promoting piecewise constant images. As such, these forms of regulariza-
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tion are ideal for the simple mathematical phantoms which are often used in
algorithm development.
While total variation has been shown to effectively reconstruct or denoise
piecewise constant images, it can replace complex texture by patchy, uniform
regions. This tradeoff may be undesirable for clinical images. A possible rem-
edy is to replace the use of the total variation norm with the ℓ1 norm of a
more sophisticated analysis operator. The simplest extension, using Haar
wavelets, has been shown to be no more effective than TV [31]. Regular-
ization with the shearlet transform was shown to be less effective than TV
on piecewise constant phantoms [32]. However, experiments with preclini-
cal data showed that shearlets provide better reconstruction of areas with
texture, while TV performed better on uniform regions.
2.4.2 Synthesis Dictionary Learning for Computed
Tomography
Liao and Sapiro [5] first applied synthesis dictionary learning as a regularizer
for CT reconstruction from undersampled measurements. As is common in
dictionary learning, the authors model 8×8 sub-patches of the reconstructed
image x as being sparsely represented under a dictionary D. The dictionary,
sparse codes, and image are updated by solving
minimize
D,aj ,x
∑
j
γ‖y − Ax‖22 +
∑
j
µj‖αj‖0 +
∑
j
‖Rjx−Dαj‖22 (2.22)
where y represents tomographic measurements, A is the system matrix rep-
resenting parallel beam projections, Rj is a patch extraction operator and
D is a synthesis dictionary. The authors proposed this algorithm for the
case of high dose but few projections, motivating the PLS noise model. The
algorithm alternates between dictionary learning, sparse coding, and image
update steps. With x fixed, the objective function becomes
minimize
D,aj
∑
j
µj‖αj‖0 +
∑
j
‖Rjx−Dαj‖22. (2.23)
This is a standard dictionary learning and sparse coding problem, which they
solved with K-SVD and OMP respectively.
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In the image update step, D and aj are fixed and the objective function is
minimized over x:
minimize
x
∑
j
γ‖y − Ax‖22 +
∑
j
‖Rjx−Dαj‖22. (2.24)
This is a minimization problem of a quadratic function of x and is solved
using the conjugate gradient algorithm. The algorithm was evaluated on
128 × 128 pixel phantoms, with 11 projections taken over the full 180 de-
grees. The algorithm was shown to significantly outperform standard FBP
reconstruction.
Shtok et al. [3] investigated an alternative approach, applying the synthesis
sparsity model directly to the sinogram Ax rather than to the reconstructed
image. This allows for the Poisson noise model to be directly integrated
into the dictionary learning procedure. The image is reconstructed from the
denoised sinogram using FBP.
Xu et al. [4] applied the ideas of Liao and Sapiro to the case of low-dose
projections. They propose the following optimization problem:
minimize
D,aj ,x
∑
j
‖y − Ax‖2W +
∑
j
µj‖αj‖0 + λ
∑
j
‖Rjx−Dαj‖22, (2.25)
which differs from (2.22) only in the use of a weighted norm on the data
fidelity term and a rearrangement of penalty parameters. The weighting
matrix W consists of diagonal entries wi = (gi − ri)2/gi where gi is the
number of observed photons at the detector and ri accounts for read-out
noise at the detector and random background events.
As in previous work [5], an alternating minimization scheme is used. How-
ever, the details of implementation differ greatly. First, the system matrix A
represents a fan-beam geometry. Secondly, for efficiency of implementation,
the dictionary learning step uses an on-line dictionary learning algorithm
[18]. Finally, the image update step uses the Separable Paraboloidal Surro-
gates algorithm [33], which efficiently manages the weighting terms as well as
enforces a positivity constraint. The authors propose two variations of their
overall algorithm: in the first, called Global Dictionary Statistical Iterative
Recovery (GDSIR), the dictionary is learned on a high-dose reference image
and applied to low-dose reconstructions. In the second, Adaptive Dictio-
nary Statistical Iterative Recovery (ADSIR), dictionary learning and image
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reconstruction are performed jointly on the low-dose image. The algorithm
showed favorable performance compared to both FBP and total-variation re-
construction. Experiments were carried out on both numerical phantoms and
clinical data. ADSIR was shown to outperform GDSIR for relatively large
number of projections, while GDSIR dominated at severe undersampling.
The authors compared the computational cost of ADSIR, GDSIR, TV, and
FBP reconstruction. Their simulations showed that the dictionary learning
and sparse coding steps in ADSIR and GDSIR double the overall time for
reconstruction.
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Chapter 3
Problem Formulation and Algorithm
3.1 Formulation
We now consider the use of the transform sparsity model as a regularizer for
tomographic reconstruction. As in [4], we use a statistically weighted data
fidelity term, but we employ an adaptive transform sparsity penalty rather
than a synthesis sparsity regularizer. To allow for variable sparsity levels
in the transform sparse codes, our regularizer is a modified form of (2.19)
in which the sparsity constraint has been replaced by a penalty term. The
overall optimization problem is written as
min
x
‖y − Ax‖2W + λmin
Φ,Z
[∑
j
(‖ΦEjx− zj‖22 + γ‖zj‖0)− α log detΦ + β‖Φ‖2F
]
.
(P1)
The data vector y ∈ RM contains entries yk = − log(gk/I0), where gk is
the number of received photons for the k-th projection. For p projections
sampled at q locations, we haveM = pq. The first term enforces data fidelity
between the measurements y and the reconstructed image x ∈ RN2 after it
has been reprojected by the system matrix A. For simplicity, we ignore
read-out noise and take the diagonal entries of W to be wi = e
−yi
The second term penalizes the sparsification error of the image patches.
The weight λ is dependent on the quality of measurements and controls the
amount of importance given to sparsification error. The third term encour-
ages sparsity in the transform sparse codes zj. The final two terms ensure
that the learned transform Φ ∈ Rk×k is both full rank and well-conditioned.
The matrix Ej ∈ Rk×N2 serves to extract a
√
k × √k patch and remove
its mean. The form of this matrix is (Ik − k−11k1∗k)Rj, where Rj ∈ Rk×N
2
is a matrix representing a patch extraction operator extracting overlapping
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patches with a variable stride length of l. The stride length controls the
distance between the indices corresponding to the same pixel in adjacent
patches. The subscript j refers to the patch whose top-leftmost pixel is
the j-th index of the lexicographically vectorized image. As the objects of
interest occupy a finite region and are surrounded by air, which is assumed to
have zero attenuation, we are free to allow patches to wrap around at image
boundaries. In the case that l = 1 and Rjx is of size
√
k × √k, each pixel
belongs to exactly k patches. For simplicity, we assume there is a constant c
such that cl = N . Then, there are N2/l unique patches to be extracted from
the N ×N image.
The matrix (I−k−11k1∗k) ∈ Rk×k removes the mean from the image patch
before being sparsified by Φ. This ensures that patches that differ only by a
constant offset will be sparsified identically.
3.2 Algorithm
Problem (P1) is solved by alternating between updating the sparsifying trans-
form, transform sparse code, and reconstructing the image. We will examine
each of the subproblems in detail.
3.2.1 Transform Learning Step
With x fixed, (P1) reduces to the penalized transform learning problem
min
Z,Φ
∑
j
(‖ΦEjx− zj‖22 + γ‖zj‖0)− α log detΦ + β‖Φ‖2F . (3.1)
This subproblem is also solved using alternating minimization. With all
zj fixed, we must solve
min
Φ
∑
j
‖ΦEjx− zj‖22 − α log detΦ + β‖Φ‖2F . (3.2)
We solve (3.2) using the closed-form solution developed in [27]. Let the
k×N2/l matrices X and Z have j-th column xj = Ejx and zj, respectively.
We form the k × k matrix (XXT + βIk) and decompose it as LLT using a
Cholesky decomposition. We then take the full SVD of the k × k matrix
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L−1XZT to be UΣV T . With these quantities computed, the solution of (3.2)
is given by
Φ =
V
2
(
Σ +
(
Σ2 + 2αIk
)1/2)
UTL−1, (3.3)
where we utilize the positive square root.
With Φ and x fixed, the problem can be written as
min
Z
∑
j
‖ΦEjx− zj‖22 + γ‖zj‖0. (3.4)
Because (3.4) is a sum of non-negative terms with each patch, indexed by
j, independently contributing to the overall cost, the minimization decouples
and each patch and can be treated independently. To simplify notation, let
us consider a particular value of j and take ΦEjx = a and zj = b. This
simplified problem can be written as
min
b
‖a− b‖22 + γ‖b‖0. (3.5)
We can rewrite (3.5) in terms of the components of the vectors a and b as
min
{ai}
∑
i
(
(ai − bi)2
)
+ γχ (bi) (3.6)
where χ : R→ R is an indicator function given by
χ(x) =

1 x 6= 00 x = 0 . (3.7)
The minimization problem (3.6) is solved by considering the cost of acti-
vating location bi. If bi is taken to be nonzero, it should be set equal to ai so
as to set the first term in (3.6) equal to zero. In this case, we incur a penalty
equal to γ. Conversely, if bi = 0, the penalty becomes a
2
i . Thus, (3.5) is
solved by setting
bi =

ai, a
2
i > γ
0, else.
(3.8)
This operation is known as hard thresholding. Hard thresholding with pa-
rameter γ will be denoted bi = Tγ (ai).
Returning to the original notation, we solve (3.4) by taking zj = Tγ (ΦEjx).
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Note that this solution differs from the ℓ0-projection described in Section
2.3.3, where only s nonzero elements are allowed in zj. Instead, we retain
all elements with magnitude greater than the given threshold. Thus, patches
which are not well-sparsified by Φ retain many coefficients, while patches that
are well-sparsified can retain very few. The mean-removal behavior built into
Ej ensures that the number of coefficients retained in zj is invariant to the
mean of the image patch.
3.2.2 Image Reconstruction Step
With Φ and zj fixed, the problem reduces to
min
x
‖y − Ax‖2W + λ
∑
j
‖ΦEjx− zj‖22. (3.9)
This is a weighted least squares problem in x and can be rewritten as the
linear system of equations
(
A∗WA+ λ
∑
j
E∗jΦ
∗ΦEj
)
x = WA∗y + λ
∑
j
E∗jΦ
∗zj. (3.10)
Owing to the size of A, direct methods are not feasible and iterative meth-
ods must be used. As is the case with A∗A, we do not explicitly store the
N2 × N2 matrix ∑E∗jΦ∗ΦEj. Instead, ∑E∗jΦ∗ΦEjx is calculated by ap-
plying Φ∗Φ to each image patch Ejx, followed by placing the modified patch
into its original location through the use of E∗j and summing contributions
from overlapping patches.
The conjugate gradient algorithm was chosen due to its efficiency and
ease of implementation. The large dynamic range in W causes the matrix
A∗WA+λ
∑
j E
∗
jΦ
∗ΦEj to be very poorly conditioned and thus many conju-
gate gradient iterations are required for convergence. Further, the placement
of W prohibits the use of efficient Fourier-based preconditioners and further
increases the number of conjugate gradient iterations.
To remedy this problem, Ramani and Fessler proposed to separate the
influence of A and W by use of the Alternating Directions Method of Multi-
pliers (ADMM) technique [34]. ADMM also provides an efficient scheme for
the use of non-differentiable regularizers, such as total variation or various
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ℓ1 penalties. The splitting of both data fidelity and regularizer requires the
introduction of four auxiliary variables, two which are the same size as x and
the other of the same size as y.
We employ a variation of this technique to accelerate the solution of (3.9).
In our case, the regularization term is differentiable, so we only need to split
the data fidelity term. By not splitting the regularization term we eliminate
the need store two additional auxiliary variables. This memory savings may
prove critical for the extension of (P1) to 3D tomographic reconstruction.
To utilize the ADMM approach, we first introduce an auxiliary variable
u ∈ RM and rewrite the unconstrained problem (3.9) in the equivalent con-
strained form
min
x
1
2
‖y − u‖2W +
λ
2
∑
j
‖ΦEjx− zj‖22
s.t. u = Ax.
(3.11)
We next form the augmented Lagrangian function of (3.11), which, after
some simple manipulation, can be written as
L(x, u, v) = 1
2
‖y − u‖2W +
λ
2
∑
j
‖ΦEjx− zj‖22 +
µ
2
‖u− Ax− v‖22 −
µ
2
‖v‖22.
(3.12)
Here, µ > 0 is a parameter, which affects the rate of convergence of the
algorithm but not the overall solution. The vector v ∈ RM is a scaled version
of the Lagrange multiplier of the constraint equation u = Ax.
Next, alternating minimization is used over each of the variables in (3.12).
At the kth iteration, we solve the following subproblems:
xk+1 = argmin
x
L(x, uk, vk) (3.13)
uk+1 = argmin
u
L(xk+1, u, vk) (3.14)
vk+1 = vk − (uk+1 − Axk+1). (3.15)
We will examine each of these subproblems in detail.
Subproblem (3.13) can be rewritten as
xk+1 = argmin
x
λ
2
∑
j
‖ΦEjx− zj‖22 +
µ
2
‖Ax− (uk − vk)‖22, (3.16)
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which is an unweighted least squares problem in x. The solution of this
problem is found by solving the linear equation
Hxk+1 =
(
µA∗(uk − vk) + λ
∑
j
E∗jΦ
∗zj
)
, (3.17)
where H , µA∗A+ λ
∑
j E
∗
jΦ
∗ΦEj ∈ RN2×N2 . Importantly, the effect of W
has been removed. Note that a well-conditioned Φ acts as a good regularizer
for the poorly conditioned A∗A. The mean removal behavior embedded in Ej
causes λ
∑
j E
∗
jΦ
∗ΦEj to have high-pass behavior and thus has a nullspace
which disjoint from that of the low-pass A∗A.
In practice, we do not require the exact solution of (3.16) and instead settle
for an approximation by a few preconditioned conjugate gradient iterations.
The construction of the preconditioner is addressed next.
If Ej extracts overlapping patches with wrap-around behavior at the edges
of the image, the term
∑
j E
∗
jΦ
∗ΦEj corresponds to a circularly shift invariant
operator on vectorized N × N images and is therefore a circulant-block-
circulant matrix. In the parallel beam geometry, the matrix A∗A corresponds
to a shift invariant operator. As such, it is a Toeplitz-block-Toeplitz matrix
and can be approximated by a circulant-block-circulant matrix [35]. Thus the
matrix H is also approximately shift-invariant and can be approximated by
a circulant-block-circulant matrix H˜. As circulant-block-circulant matrices
are diagonalized by the 2D discrete Fourier transform, we can easily calculate
and store a diagonalization of H˜.
In practice, circulant-block-circulant matrices H˜A ≈ A∗A and H˜Φ =
∑
j E
∗
jΦ
∗ΦEj
are computed separately and combined to form H˜ = µH˜A+λH˜Φ. While the
circulant-block-circulant approximation to A∗A can be computed oﬄine [36],
the diagonalization of
∑
j E
∗
jΦ
∗ΦEj must be reformed each time Φ is up-
dated.
F ∗2DΦF2 = H˜Φ, (3.18)
where F2 ∈ RN2×N2 is the unitary 2D-DFT matrix, which operates on vec-
torized images of size N2 × 1. The entries of DΦ can be easily found by
taking applying F2 to the central column of H˜Φ. As mentioned in Section
3.2.2, we do not store the matrix representation of
∑
j E
∗
jΦ
∗ΦEj. However,
the necessary column can be extracted by calculating
∑
j E
∗
jΦ
∗ΦEjec, where
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ec ∈ RN2×1 is the vectorized standard basis element of RN×N corresponding
to the central pixel of an image. In the case that N is even, ec to corresponds
to the pixel at location ((N + 1)/2, (N + 1)/2). Explicitly, we find DΦ by
DΦ = diag
{
F2
(∑
j
E∗jΦ
∗ΦEjec
)}
, (3.19)
where diag {y} is an N2 ×N2 diagonal matrix constructed from the N2 × 1
vector y.
Given DΦ, and a diagonalization of H˜A, denoted DA, the inverse of H˜
−1
is given by
H˜−1 = F ∗2 (λDΦ + µDA)
−1F2 (3.20)
As DΦ and DA are diagonal, calculating (λDΦ+µDA)
−1 is easy. Application
of H˜−1 requires a single 2D-FFT and 2D-IFFT pair and a diagonal matrix
multiplication. The use of this preconditioner considerably accelerates con-
vergence and leads to an overall decrease in computation.
The update problem for u (3.14) can be rewritten as
uk+1 = argmin
u
1
2
‖y − u‖2W +
µ
2
‖u− (Axk+1 + vk)‖22, (3.21)
which has solution
uk+1 = (W + µI)−1
(
Wy + µ(Axk+1 + vk)
)
. (3.22)
We note that W + µI is a diagonal matrix and can be easily inverted and
stored.
The update step (3.15) for the scaled dual variable v is cheap, requiring
only vector additions.
The necessary and sufficient conditions for a point (x⋆, u⋆, µv⋆) to be the
solution to the convex problem (3.11) are primal feasibility,
u⋆ = Ax⋆ (3.23)
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and dual feasibility,
∑
j
E∗jΦ
∗ΦEjx⋆ −
∑
j
E∗jΦ
∗zj = 0 (3.24)
Wu⋆ −Wy − µv⋆ = 0, (3.25)
where we have used the definition of v⋆ as the Lagrange multiplier of the
constraint u = Ax with an scaling of µ−1 [37]. The choice of stepsize in
(3.15) guarantees that the dual feasibility condition (3.25) holds for uk and
vk for all iterations k.
ADMM has changed Problem (3.9) into a series of subproblems which
are much easier to solve numerically. These subproblems are iterated until
the ADMM scheme has been determined to converge. Convergence can be
characterized by examining the size of the primal and dual residuals, defined
to be rk = Axk−uk and sk+1 = µA∗(uk−uk+1). The residual rk characterizes
the distance of the iterates xk and uk from primal feasibility, while sk+1
characterizes the distance of xk+1 from dual feasibility [37]. As ADMM is
used to solve a subproblem of the larger optimization problem (P1), there is
no need to force ADMM to fully converge. Thus, a fixed number of ADMM
iterations can be used.
3.2.3 Overall Algorithm
The final algorithm is listed as Algorithm 1. We initialize the algorithm
using the FBP reconstruction of the projection data. Although the ADMM
iterations (steps 13-18) are guaranteed to eventually converge, a fixed number
of iterations may not lead to a reduction in the cost (P1). Thus we adopt
the following heuristic halting strategy: the ADMM iterations are repeated
until we observe a decrement in the overall cost (P1), and then perform
three additional iterations. We impose a minimum number of 10 ADMM
iterations. The auxiliary variables u and v are reinitialized at the start of
each ADMM sequence.
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Algorithm 1 AST-CT
INPUT: Initial transform Φ, observed data y
OUTPUT: Reconstructed image x
1: x0 ← FBP(y)
2: z0j ← Tγ (ΦEjx0) ∀j
3: repeat
4: repeat
5: Update Φ by (3.3)
6: zkj ← Tγ (ΦEjx) ∀j
7: until Halting condition
8: Update DΦ by (3.19)
9: Update H˜ by (3.20)
10: i← 0
11: u0 ← Axk
12: v0 ← ~0
13: repeat
14: Use PCG with H˜ as preconditioner to find approximate solution
of Hx˜i+1 = µA∗(ui − vi) + λ∑j E∗jΦ∗zij
15: ui+1 ← (W + µI)−1 (Wy + µ(Ax˜i+1 + vi))
16: vi+1 ← vi − (ui+1 − Ax˜i+1)
17: i← i+ 1
18: until Halting condition
19: xk+1 ← x˜i+1
20: until Halting condition
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3.3 Convergence
Algorithm 1 alternates between updating a regularizer to model the recon-
structed image x and updating the reconstructed image to fit this regularizer
and the statistical data model. The solutions of subproblems (3.1) and (3.9)
lead to monotonic decrement of the cost function in (P1). Further, as this
cost function is non-negative, it must converge. However, the convergence
of the iterates xk has not been proven. As the optimization problem (3.9) is
non-convex we cannot claim convergence to a global minimum.
A possible stopping criterion for Algorithm 1 could be based on the size of
the residual of successive iterates, ‖xk+1 − xk‖2. An alternative scheme can
be based on the value of the objective function in (P1). However, a fixed
number of iterations suffices in practice.
3.4 Parameters
Algorithm 1 contains many parameters that affect the quality of reconstruc-
tion. The parameter λ controls how much influence the transform sparsity
penalty exerts on the reconstruction and should increase with the amount
of noise in y. The parameter γ controls the sparsity level in the transform
sparse codes. This ratio should be high enough to reject noise, which is not
sparsified well, but low enough to preserve low-contrast features in the image.
Unlike in the synthesis dictionary learning or orthonormal transform case,
there is not yet a direct link between the sparsity level and noise rejection
properties. As such, the parameter γ must be tuned empirically for good
performance. In the case of a square Φ, as considered here, we can take
α = β.
Image patches are characterized by their size,
√
k × √k, and the stride
length l, which controls the amount of overlap in consecutive image patches.
The patch size should be small enough to capture local details of the image
while remaining large enough to be computationally efficient. A popular
choice is to take
√
k = 8. Choosing a small stride length provides richness
in training data at the cost of computation and storage requirements. In the
2D simulations considered in this thesis, we take l = 1.
Finally, we have flexibility in the choice of the ADMM parameter µ and the
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convergence tolerance in the conjugate gradient iterations. The parameter
µ influences the conditioning of both H in (3.16) and the diagonal matrix
(W + µI)−1 in (3.21). As well conditioned H implies rapid convergence
of the conjugate gradient iterations in (3.16), we would like to tune µ to
provide a well-conditioned H. However, such an optimization, while possible,
would be require knowledge of the maximum and minimum eigenvalues of
A∗A. Instead, we minimize the condition number of the circulant-block-
circulant approximation H˜, which empirically provides fast convergence in
the conjugate gradient iterations. We update µ = argminκ(H˜) each time
after each minimization over Φ is complete.
The conjugate gradient tolerance can be initially large and decrease as
iterations progress, as later iterates should be closer to the final solution.
Alternatively, a fixed number of a few iterations can be used.
The sensitivity of the algorithm to these parameters will be studied in
Chapter 4.
3.5 Computational Cost
As described in Section 2.3.3, the overall arithmetic complexity of the adap-
tive sparsifying transform algorithm for k×k patches of an N×N image with
stride length of l = 1 is O (k4N2). Application of hard thresholding operator
requires comparing k2N2 numbers to the γ′ and thus scales asO (k2N2). This
is a factor of s savings over the ℓ0 projection discussed in Section 2.3.3, but
may result in zj being less sparse. We assume l = 1 through the remainder
of this section.
Once Φ is updated, the matrix Φ∗Φ can be computed and stored for use in
the evaluation ofHx. If Φ∗Φ has been precomputed, the term
∑N2
j=1E
∗
jΦ
∗ΦEjx
requires computing the product of the k2× k2 matrix Φ∗Φ by the k2× 1 vec-
tor Ejx for each j, at a cost of O (k4). Using a stride length of l = 1, there
are N2 such patches, leading to an overall cost of O (k4N2). The effect of
E∗j is to place k
2 × 1 vector into an N2 × 1 vector, starting at the j-th in-
dex. This interpretation avoids the need to directly the product of E∗j with
Φ∗ΦEj using matrix-vector products. Implemented naively, calculation of∑N2
j=1E
∗
jΦ
∗ΦEjx requires the storage of the k
2 × N2 matrix with j-th col-
umn Ejx. However, this can be avoided with more elegant implementations.
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Table 3.1: Computational cost for a single outer iteration of Algorithm 1.
Transform Learning Image Reconstruction
Φ Update Z Update H˜ Update x˜ Update u & v Update
O (k4N2) O (k2N2) O (N
2 logN)+ O (N3)+ O (pq)O (k6) O (k4N2)
The diagonalization of H˜Φ must be updated using (3.20). As ec lies in
exactly k2 patches, calculating
∑
j E
∗
jΦ
∗ΦEjec reduces to the product of two
k2×k2 matrices. Thus the preconditioner update costs O (N2 logN)+O (k6)
when a FFT algorithm is used. We must also store the diagonal matrix DΦ
at a memory cost of O (N2).
In general, the cost of applying either A or A∗ is O (N3) but can be reduced
to O (N2 logN) through the use of a fast algorithm [38].
Overall, Hx costs O (N3) +O (k4N2). Application of the circulant-block-
circulant preconditioner requires a 2D-FFT of the image at a cost ofO (N2 logN),
followed by a diagonal matrix multiply, which scales as O (N2). As the dom-
inant operation in the conjugate gradient algorithm is the application of H
and a fixed number of CG iterations are used, the cost of updating x˜i+1 scales
as O (N3) +O (k4N2).
The update of the auxiliary variable u requires multiplication by the diago-
nal matrix (W +µI)−1. This matrix can be precomputed at the initialization
of the algorithm at a cost of O (pq) and requires the storage of a p × q ma-
trix, where p is the number of projections and q is the number of samples per
projection. At each iteration, multiplication by (W + µI)−1 requires O (pq)
operations. The productWy can be computed and stored, at a cost of O (pq)
operations and storage of an additional p× q matrix.
Finally, the update of the auxiliary variable v requires only additions of
matrices of size p× q, and thus scales as O (pq).
The computational cost for each step is listed in Table 3.1.
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Chapter 4
Experiments
We present numerical results for 2-D tomographic reconstructed from sim-
ulated phantom data and reprojected clinical images. We analyze the per-
formance of Algorithm 1 at a variety of noise levels and as a function of
parameters.
4.1 Framework
Simulations were implemented in Matlab R2012b and conducted using the
Taub cluster1, with compute nodes consisting of 2.67 GHz Intel Xeon hex-
core processors and 24GB of RAM.
The matrix-vector products Ax and A∗y were performed using a multi-
threaded implementation of the distance-driven projector and backprojector
to ensure a matched projector and back-projector pair [39]. All projections
were taken with a parallel beam geometry, although the algorithm can easily
incorporate fan-beam measurements.
We compare the performance of the algorithms based on two metrics. The
first is the root mean square error (RMSE), defined for an image with K
pixels as
RMSE =
√∑K
k=1(xk − x¯k)
K
, (4.1)
where xk is a pixel from the reconstructed image and x¯k is the value of a
reference image. The second metric is the Structural Similarity Index which
has been shown to be consistent with qualitative visual appearance [40].
The SSIM ranges from 0 to 1, with higher values indicating a larger degree
1The author gratefully acknowledges the use of the parallel computing resource pro-
vided by the Computational Science and Engineering Program at the University of Illinois.
The CSE computing resource, provided as part of the Taub cluster, is devoted to high per-
formance computing in engineering and science.
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of similarity.
In all simulations, the attenuation coefficient of water was taken to be 1.83
mm−1, corresponding to a 80 keV source.
4.2 Comparison to Other Approaches
The performance of AST-CT is compared to FBP reconstruction and to two
other iterative reconstructions: the first using total-variation and the sec-
ond using synthesis dictionary learning regularization. All algorithms utilize
identical statistical weighting with wi = e
−yi .
For synthesis dictionary learning, the objective function is written
minimize
x,A,D
‖y − Ax‖2W + λ
∑
j
‖Ejx−Daj‖22 + γ‖aj‖0
subject to ‖Dj‖2 = 1,
(4.2)
where D ∈ Rk×b is the (possibly overcomplete) dictionary, and the matrix
A ∈ Rb×N has j-th column aj. Alternating minimization is performed over
A, and D, and x. The sparse coding problem is solved using Orthogonal
Matching Pursuit and implemented using the OMPbox Matlab toolbox, 2
which is implemented in C. The dictionary update step is solved with the K-
SVD algorithm. As in AST-CT, minimization over x is solved using ADMM.
The overall algorithm is referred to as DL-CT.
For total variation regularization, the objective function is
minimize
x
‖y − Ax‖2W + λ‖x‖2TV . (4.3)
Unlike regularization with adaptive sparsifying transforms or dictionary learn-
ing, the objective function (4.3) is nondifferentiable. As such, ADMM is used
to split both the statistical weighting and the regularization term [34]. This
algorithm is referred to as TV-CT.
In each of AST-CT, DL-CT, and TV-CT, the regularizer has a circularly
shift-invariant Gram matrix. We use a circulant approximation to the inverse
Hessian as a preconditioner in each algorithm. As such, the only difference
in the algorithms is in the choice regularization function. A maximum of 5
2Available: http://www.cs.technion.ac.il/ ronrubin/software.html
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conjugate gradient iterations is used during the image update step.
For each algorithm, the parameter λ was empirically chosen by sweeping
over a large range of values and choosing the parameter which corresponded
to the visually best reconstruction. For AST-CT and DL-CT, a parameter
sweep over γ was also performed. The performance of AST-CT as a function
of these parameters will be studied in Section 4.8.
For AST-CT and DL-CT, the ADMM parameter µ was chosen to minimize
the condition number of H˜ as described in Section 3.4. For TV-CT, we
use the empirical rule given in [34] and take µ = median {wi} and ν =
1/100 argminν κ
(
H˜(ν)
)
.
For AST-CT, the size of the sparsifying transform was chosen to be 64×64,
while the dictionary in DL-CT is 64×121. Both algorithms use 8×8 patches
with a stride length of l = 1. DL-CT is trained using a 20% of the available
patches, chosen at random. In contrast, AST-CT uses the full set of patches.
Empirically, both AST-CT and DL-CT benefit from performing multiple
transform/dictionary and sparse code updates before updating the image.
For AST-CT, we execute 10 sparsifying transform and sparse code update
steps before performing a minimum of 10 ADMM iterations. For DL-CT,
we perform five dictionary and sparse code updates before executing a mini-
mum of 10 ADMM iterations. For both AST-CT and DL-CT, we repeat the
ADMM iterations until we observe a decrement in the cost function. We run
each algorithm for a fixed number of overall iterations. For TV-CT, we use
a total of 300 iterations, while for AST-CT and DL-CT we use 30 outer-loop
iterations.
4.3 Phantom
The algorithm is first evaluated on a 350× 350 pixel slice of the FORBILD
head phantom, shown in Figure 4.1 (all figures in this chapter appear in
Section 4.9). This phantom has CT numbers which range from −1000 HU
to 800 HU, while features of interest have contrast as low as 2.5 HU.
Projection data Pθ(t) was formed by sampling analytic line integrals through
the phantom at 0.059mm intervals [41]. We approximate strip integrals by
combining sets of 8 consecutive samples according to (4.4), where δ = 0.059.
The resulting projections Pˆθ(t) provide a better approximation to the true
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finite width of an x-ray beam than the line integrals Pθ(t), and also model the
photon count averaging behavior of finite-width detectors. Using 8 samples
for each projection models detectors which are 0.47mm wide.
Pˆθ[t] = − log
(
1
8
3∑
i=−4
exp {−Pθ[t+ i+ δ/2]}
)
. (4.4)
Low-dose projection data yθ(t) was generated from the strip integral pro-
jections. The simulated photon counts follow the Poisson model, as discussed
in Section 2.2, and are related to Pˆθ(t) by
yθ[t] = − log

Poi
(
I0 exp (−Pˆθ[t])
)
I0

, (4.5)
where I0 is the number of received photons at a single detector with no object
present. We treat the collection of projection data over the p sampled angles
and q sampled displacements as a vector y ∈ RM , where M = pq. The
complete data generation procedure is summarized as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Noisy Sinogram Generation for Phantom
INPUT: Pθ(t): Analytic line integrals through phantom, I0: Photon flux
received by one detector, with no object present
OUTPUT: Noisy projection data y ∈ RM
1: Pˆθ[t]← − log
(
1
8
∑3
i=−4 exp {−Pθ[t+ i+ δ/2]}
)
2: gθ[t] ∼ Poi
(
I0 exp (−Pˆθ[t])
)
3: yθ[t]← − log (gθ[t]/I0)
A discretized version of the FORBILD phantom with 0.75×0.75 mm2 pixels
was generated using the functions in [41] and is used as the ground truth
image when calculating error metrics. The distance-driven backprojector
was configured to reconstruct a 350× 350 pixel image with 0.75× 0.75 mm2
pixels.
We test two types of dose reduction: reducing the number of views and
reducing the photon flux.
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4.3.1 View Reduction
For view reduction, we begin with 960 projections equally spaced over 180
degrees. Poisson noise corresponding to a photon flux of I0 = 3 × 106 is
added to the sinogram, resulting in a noise level of ≈ 3.5 HU in a Hamming-
weighted FBP reconstruction. The noisy sinogram was then downsampled
to 480 and 320 views, corresponding to a dose reduction by a factor of 2 and
3, respectively.
The reconstructions from 960, 480 and 320 views are shown in Figures
4.2, 4.4, and 4.6. Error images are formed by taking the magnitude of the
difference between the reconstructed image and the discretized phantom.
The parameters used in these reconstructions are listed in Table 4.1.
For 960 views, the Hamming-weighted FBP reconstruction shows moderate
noise throughout the image, although the low-contrast features near the top
of the phantom remain visible. Slight aliasing effects are visible near the
bone and ear regions. For 480 and 320 views, strong aliasing artifacts are
present. Strong horizontal streaks are caused by the ear structure, while the
petrous bone near the top of the phantom causes vertical streaking. These
artifacts completely obscure the low-contrast features.
As expected, TV proves to be a good fit for the piecewise-constant phan-
tom. The TV reconstruction shows very low error throughout the flat regions
of the image, regardless of the number of views. The streaky artifacts present
in the FBP reconstruction are completely absent. However, for 480 and 320
views, the low contrast features near the top of the phantom are completely
lost. There are also significant patchy artifacts, seen most clearly in the lower
right portion of the phantom.
The AST reconstructions provide a middle ground between the overly
smooth TV reconstruction and the noisy FBP reconstruction. Some aliasing
artifacts are visible near the bone structures. The low contrast features have
been preserved, although they are nearly lost in the 320 view case. For 480
and 320 views, the streaking artifacts have been reduced but not removed.
In both cases, the streaking artifacts are less strong than in the DL-CT re-
constructions. The line of black pixels surrounding the edge of the phantom
is ringing artifact similar to the Gibbs phenomenon, and can be removed by
applying a post-processing smoothing filter.
The DL-CT reconstructions are very similar to the AST-CT reconstruc-
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Table 4.1: Parameters used in few-view simulations for phantom.
Parameters were chosen to provide best visual reconstruction.
Views
AST-CT DL-CT TV-CT
λ γ λ γ λ
960 7.5× 10−4 0.01 3× 10−4 0.01 2× 10−3
480 6.5× 10−4 8.3× 10−3 6× 10−3 0.01 6× 10−3
320 6.5× 10−4 0.01 4× 10−3 0.0325 4× 10−3
Table 4.2: RMSE of few-view phantom reconstructions. (units: HU)
Views FBP AST-CT DL-CT TV-CT
960 72 65 66 68
480 72 65 66 62
320 75 65 70 68
tions. For 960 views, the two are virtually indistinguishable. For 480 and
320 views, DL-CT reconstructions suffer from more severe streaking artifacts.
The DL-CT reconstructions also show the same line of ringing artifact near
the edge of the phantom.
To asses the resolution properties of the algorithms, we examine 1D profiles
of reconstructions from noiseless data. Figures 4.3, 4.5, and 4.7 show 1D
profiles for reconstructions from 960, 480, and 320 views, respectively. These
reconstructions were performed using the parameters listed in 4.1.
TV and FBP show significant errors at the bone-air-tissue interface, re-
gardless of the number of views. DL-CT and AST-CT do a much better job
of capturing this high-contrast transition.
1D profiles through the low-contrast transition clearly show the shortcom-
ings of FBP. The 2.5 HU feature is not recognizable in any of the FBP
profiles. For 960 views, the low contrast feature is detectable in the 1D pro-
file, although it differs significantly from the phantom profile. For 480 and
320 views, the 1D profile is completely smooth through this region, indicat-
ing that the feature has been lost. The DL-CT and AST-CT reconstructions
also had difficulty with this feature. We note that the profiles for DL-CT
and AST-CT look remarkably similar in each of the cases.
The RMSE and SSIM of the reconstructed images are shown in Table 4.2
and Table 4.3. In all cases, the AST has lower RMSE than the TV, DL and
FBP reconstruction. Interestingly, the TV reconstruction has slightly lower
RMSE for reconstructions from 480 or 320 views than from 960 views.
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Table 4.3: SSIM few-view phantom reconstructions.
Views FBP AST-CT DL-CT TV-CT
960 0.84 0.97 0.95 0.97
480 0.65 0.97 0.94 0.97
320 0.39 0.91 0.93 0.94
4.3.2 Flux reduction
We now consider the case where the photon flux, rather than the number of
views, is reduced. We take 960 projections over 180◦, but set the photon flux
to be 1.7× 106 and 1.17× 106 to give a dose reduction by a factor of 2 and 3,
respectively. The reconstructions from 1.7× 106 counts are shown in Figure
4.8, while the 1.17× 106 reconstructions are presented as Figure 4.9, and the
parameters used in these simulations are listed in Table 4.4.
The FBP reconstructions illustrate that reduction in dose by decreasing
the radiation intensity is a better strategy for this phantom than reducing the
number of views as we do not suffer from aliasing effects. The low contrast
features near the top of the phantom remain visible when the number of
counts is reduced to 1.7×106, although they are barely visible in the 1.17×106
reconstructions.
Total-variation continues to perform well on this phantom. The regular-
ization parameter was chosen to be small enough to retain the low-contrast
features at the expense of black streaks near the ear structure and patchy
behavior throughout the reconstruction. These streaks can be removed by
increasing the regularization parameter at the cost of losing the low-contrast
features. The patchy artifacts become increasingly noticeable at 1.17 × 106
counts.
The AST-CT reconstructions continue to represent a middle ground be-
tween the excessive smoothing of TV and the noise of FBP. Unlike the few-
view case, no streaking artifacts are present in the AST-CT reconstruction.
There is still blurring at the edges of the features, indicating a resolution-noise
tradeoff. The ringing effects near the edge of the phantom seem amplified in
the low-dose case, although these can be mitigated by a smoothing filter.
These results indicate that AST-CT excels in the low-dose rather than few-
view scenarios for this phantom. A possible explanation is that the aliasing
in the few-view case was strong enough to be considered a “feature” worth
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Table 4.4: Parameters used in flux reduction simulations for phantom.
Parameters were chosen to provide best visual reconstruction.
I0
AST-CT DL-CT TV-CT
λ γ λ γ λ
3.5× 106 7.5× 10−4 0.01 3× 10−4 0.01 2× 10−3
1.7× 106 2.4× 10−3 0.01 7.2× 10−4 0.01 1× 10−3
1.17× 106 2.4× 10−3 0.01 7.2× 10−4 0.01 1× 10−3
preserving in the transform learning stage.
4.4 Data Generation for Clinical Images
To evaluate the performance of the algorithm on real tomographic images,
we synthesized low-dose data from existing clinical dose reference images.
As the sinogram for the images is unavailable, synthetic projection data was
formed by reprojecting the image using the distance-driven projector.
The clinical images are formed by multiple slices from a scan performed on
a Phillips Brilliance CT scanner with a slice thickness of 0.9 mm. As these are
clinical images, they are inherently corrupted with both streaking artifacts
and motion artifacts. To reduce these artifacts, we average 5 consecutive
slices to form an effective slice thickness of 2.7 mm. We take the averaged
slices to be the ground truth in these experiments.
The image formed by the averaged slices is given in HU and was changed
into an attenuation map using the relationship
xµ = µw
1000 + xHU
1000
, (4.6)
where xHU is the image in Hounsfield units, xµ is the image in terms of
linear attenuation coefficients, and µW = 0.189 is the linear attenuation
coefficient of water corresponding to an 80 keV source [9]. Strip integrals of
xµ were synthesized using equation (4.4), where Pθ(t) is approximated using
the distance-driven projector with 0.125 mm detectors. The effective detector
width was 1mm. The number of received photon counts was simulated using
(4.5). This procedure is summarized in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 Noisy Sinogram Generation for Clinical Data
INPUT: x: Reference image from 5 averaged slices, I0 :Photon flux received
by one detector with no object
OUTPUT: Low-dose projection data y ∈ RM
1: µW ← 0.183
2: xµ ← (1000 + x)µW/1000
3: Pθ[t]← [Axµ]k
4: Pˆθ[t]← − log
(
1
8
∑3
i=−4 exp {−Pθ[t+ i+ δ/2]}
)
5: gθ[t]← Poi(I0 exp
(
Pˆθ[t]
)
)
6: yθ[t]← − log (gθ[t]/I0)
4.5 Torso
We evaluate performance on an image of a human torso, shown as Figure
4.10. Low-dose data was synthesized with a photon flux of 105 and 960
projections over 180 degrees. This results in a standard deviation of 20.4
HU between a Hamming-weighted FBP reconstruction of the noisy sinogram
and the ground truth image, where the calculation is performed in the flat
45× 45 mm2 region contained within the red box shown in Figure 4.10. We
examine reduction in flux and reduction in views in the following sections.
4.5.1 View Reduction
The noisy sinogram was downsampled to 480 and 320 views. Reconstructions
from 960, 480, and 320 views are shown in Figures 4.11, 4.13, and 4.15,
respectively. Magnified views of the cardiac region are shown in Figure 4.12
for 960 views, Figure 4.14 for 480 views, and Figure 4.16 for 320 views.
Error images are formed by taking the magnitude of the difference between
the original torso image and the reconstructed image. The parameters used
for these simulations are listed in Table 4.5. The resulting RMSE values are
given in 4.6 and the SSIM values are shown in 4.7.
The FBP reconstructions show noticeable streaking artifacts throughout
the image. The error images reveal that the noise is significantly higher in
the cardiac region. Unlike in the phantom simulations, there is no noticeable
aliasing present in the few-view reconstructions.
The TV reconstructions show significant improvement over the FBP re-
constructions, but there is high error in the lung structures, particularly the
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Table 4.5: Parameters used in few-view simulations with torso image with
I0 = 10
6. Parameters were chosen to provide best visual reconstruction.
Views
AST-CT DL-CT TV-CT
λ γ λ γ λ
960 1.0× 10−3 6.3× 10−3 6.2× 10−4 1.0× 10−2 2.0× 10−4
480 1.0× 10−3 6.3× 10−3 8.9× 10−4 1.0× 10−2 2.0× 10−4
320 7.9× 10−4 6.3× 10−3 1.0× 10−4 3.3× 10−2 2.4× 10−4
Table 4.6: RMSE of few-view torso reconstructions with I0 = 10
6. (units:
HU)
Views FBP AST-CT DL-CT TV-CT
960 16 10 10 10
480 20 12 14 13
320 23 13 15 14
long, narrow structures. Additionally, there is speckle noise present in the
cardiac region. This is particularly noticeable in the 320 view reconstruc-
tion. Examination of the zoomed-in cardiac region shows a noticeable loss
of texture and strong piecewise-constant behavior.
Compared to FBP and TV-CT, the DL-CT reconstructions show lower
error in the cardiac and lung regions. The complex structures of the lung
appear to be captured well, showing mostly point-like error. The cardiac
region is very smoothly represented, although there are no patchy levels of
contrast.
The AST-CT reconstructions show lower error than both TV-CT and DL-
CT. The AST reconstruction especially outperforms DL-CT at representing
the structures within the lung, showing point-like error with lower magni-
tudes than the DL-CT reconstructions. There is texture present in the car-
diac region with no speckle noise. The cardiac region is not reconstructed as
smoothly as in DL-CT and there are no ringing artifacts.
Table 4.7: SSIM of few-view torso reconstruction with I0 = 10
6.
Views FBP AST-CT DL-CT TV-CT
960 0.79 0.84 0.83 0.84
480 0.72 0.81 0.76 0.81
320 0.67 0.79 0.77 0.79
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Table 4.8: Parameters used in low-dose torso simulations from 960
projections. Parameters were chosen to provide best visual reconstruction.
Views
AST-CT DL-CT TV-CT
λ γ λ γ λ
2.0× 106 1.0× 10−3 6.3× 10−3 3.0× 10−4 3.3× 10−2 5.9× 10−5
1.0× 106 1.4× 10−3 7.7× 10−3 3.0× 10−4 3.3× 10−2 1.2× 10−4
5.0× 105 2.2× 10−3 9.0× 10−3 4.3× 10−4 3.3× 10−2 2.0× 10−4
Table 4.9: RMSE of low-dose torso reconstructions from 960 projections.
(units: HU)
I0 FBP AST-CT DL-CT TV-CT
1.0× 106 16 10 10 10
5.0× 105 20 12 13 12
3.3× 105 23 13 15 14
4.5.2 Flux Reduction
We now retain the full number of views, but decrease the photon flux to
5 × 105 and 3.3 × 105, corresponding to dose reduction by a factor of 2 and
3, respectively. The reconstructions from 5× 106 counts are given in Figure
4.17, with a magnified view of the cardiac region in Figure 4.18. Reconstruc-
tions from 3.3× 106 counts are shown in Figure 4.19 with the cardiac region
magnified in Figure 4.20. The parameters used in the simulations are listed
in Table 4.8. The resulting RMSE and SSIM values are given in Tables 4.9
and 4.10.
4.6 Liver
We next evaluate performance on an in image of a human liver, shown as
Figure 4.21. We synthesize low-dose data with a photon flux of 2× 106 and
Table 4.10: SSIM of low-dose torso reconstructions from 960 projections.
(units: HU)
I0 FBP AST-CT DL-CT TV-CT
1.0× 106 0.79 0.84 0.83 0.84
5.0× 105 0.72 0.81 0.78 0.81
3.3× 105 0.67 0.79 0.76 0.80
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Table 4.11: Parameters used in few-view simulations with liver image.
Parameters were chosen to provide best visual reconstruction.
Views
AST-CT DL-CT TV-CT
λ γ λ γ λ
960 1.0× 10−3 6.3× 10−3 3.0× 10−4 3.3× 10−2 5.9× 10−5
480 8.5× 10−4 6.3× 10−3 1.4× 10−4 3.3× 10−2 5.9× 10−5
320 7.3× 10−4 6.3× 10−3 1.0× 10−4 3.3× 10−2 5.9× 10−5
960 views over a range of 180 degrees. The resulting Hamming-weighted
FBP reconstruction has a noise standard deviation of 20 HU relative to the
ground truth image. This noise level is calculated in the flat 76 × 71mm2
region within the red box shown in Figure 4.21. We consider reduction in
flux and reduction in dose in the following sections.
4.6.1 View Reduction
The noisy sinogram was downsampled to 480 and 320 views, corresponding
to a dose reduction by a factor of 2 and 3, respectively. Reconstructions from
960 views are shown in Figure 4.22, 480 views in Figure 4.23, and 320 views in
Figure 4.24. Error images are formed by taking the magnitude of the differ-
ence between the reference image in Figure 4.21 and the reconstructed image.
We list the parameters used in these simulations in Table 4.11 and tabulate
the resulting RMSE and SSIM values in Tables 4.12 and 4.13, respectively.
The FBP reconstructions show exhibit significant streaking as the number
of views decreases. The TV reconstructions perform much better than FBP,
although they show high error in the bone region. Further, for 320 views,
some speckle noise is present near the center of the image. The DL recon-
structions closely resemble the input image, shown in Figure 4.21, and show
much lower error in the bony regions than the TV or FBP reconstructions.
The AST reconstructions appear very similar to the DL reconstructions, al-
though the AST have slightly lower RMSE.
4.6.2 Flux Reduction
We now keep the number of views fixed at 960 while reducing the flux to
1 × 106 and 5 × 105, corresponding to dose reduction by a factor of 2 and
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Table 4.12: RMSE of few-view liver reconstructions with I0 = 10
6. (units:
HU)
Views FBP AST-CT DL-CT TV-CT
960 18 11 13 12
480 24 13 14 14
320 29 14 15 15
Table 4.13: SSIM of few-view liver reconstruction with I0 = 10
6.
Views FBP AST-CT DL-CT TV-CT
960 0.60 0.68 0.64 0.67
480 0.50 0.63 0.62 0.61
320 0.43 0.60 0.58 0.58
3, respectively. The parameters used in the simulations are listed in Table
4.14, while the resulting RMSE and SSIM values are given in Tables 4.15
and 4.16, respectively.
The reconstructions from flux of 1 × 106 are shown in Figure 4.25, while
the reconstructions from flux of 5× 105 are shown in Figure 4.26. The FBP
reconstructions show significant streaking throughout the image. The TV
reconstruction shows no streaking, but patchy artifacts are visible throughout
the tissue. These patchy artifacts are quite severe for the flux of 5 × 105.
The error image indicates high error in the bone regions, which are not well
modelled as piecewise-constant. The DL reconstructions appear quite close
to the ground truth image 4.21, but the error image shows high error in the
bony structures. The AST reconstructions resemble the DL reconstruction,
but have less error in the bony regions.
Table 4.14: Parameters used in low-dose simulations with liver image.
Parameters were chosen to provide best visual reconstruction.
I0
AST-CT DL-CT TV-CT
λ γ λ γ λ
2.0× 106 1.0× 10−3 6.3× 10−3 3.0× 10−4 3.3× 10−2 5.9× 10−5
1.0× 106 1.4× 10−3 7.7× 10−3 3.0× 10−4 3.3× 10−2 1.2× 10−4
5.0× 105 2.2× 10−3 9.0× 10−3 4.3× 10−4 3.3× 10−2 2.0× 10−4
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Table 4.15: RMSE of low-dose liver reconstruction from 960 views.
I0 FBP AST-CT DL-CT TV-CT
2.0× 106 18 11 13 12
1.0× 106 24 13 14 14
5.0× 105 33 15 16 16
Table 4.16: SSIM of low-dose liver reconstruction from 960 views.
I0 FBP AST-CT DL-CT TV-CT
2.0× 106 0.60 0.68 0.64 0.67
1.0× 106 0.50 0.63 0.61 0.60
5.0× 105 0.40 0.58 0.56 0.55
4.7 Convergence and Computation Time
Figure 4.27 illustrates the convergence behavior of Algorithm 1 during the
320 view torso simulation shown in Figure 4.15. Figure 4.27a shows that
the objective function (P1) decays monotonically, although the rate of con-
vergence is not uniform. Recall that the halting criterion for the ADMM
iterations (steps 13-18 in Algorithm 1) requires iteration until the cost func-
tion is observed to decrease, followed by three additional iterations. Further,
a minimum of 10 ADMM iterations are performed. The number of ADMM
iterations needed to satisfy this criterion is shown in Figure 4.27b. As the
outer loop iterations progress, many more inner loop iterations are needed
to decrement the cost function.
Figure 4.27c illustrates that the relative difference between successive iter-
ates appears to converge to zero, empirically demonstrating convergence of
the iterates.
To assess the convergence rate of Algorithm 1, 50 iterations were performed
to obtain the result shown in Figure 4.15, which we denote x(50). The quantity
‖xk−x(50)‖2/‖x(50)‖2 represents the distance of the k-th iterate xk from x(50),
normalized by ‖x(50)‖2. This quantity is plotted in Figure 4.27d.
Table 4.17 records the average computational times a single outer iteration
of Algorithm 1 during the in the 320 view torso simulation shown in Figure
4.15. For DL-CT, the Dictionary Update time corresponds to the amount
of time needed for 5 K-SVD iterations, as used in the previous sections. For
AST-CT, Φ update refers to the amount of time needed for 10 updates of
the sparsifying transform. For all algorithms, Image Update is the amount
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Table 4.17: Computation time for one outer iteration for each of the
algorithms. Units: seconds
D/Φ a/z Image Total
Update Update Update
TV-CT 0 0 91.3 91.3
DL-CT 87.5 60.3 85.4 233.3
AST-CT 4.4 0.2 88.4 93.0
of time taken for 10 image update iterations.
These simulations were performed on computer containing an Intel i5-
2520m processor with 6GB of RAM and simulated using Matlab R2012a.
Table 4.17 shows that while AST-CT performs at nearly the same speed
as TV-CT, DL-CT is burdened by the expensive K-SVD and OMP update
steps. Even with K-SVD learning on only 20% of the patches, K-SVD and
OMP more than double the amount of computation time when compared to
TV-CT and AST-CT. This computational advantage will be further amplified
as the size of the image grows.
4.8 Parameter Evaluation
We now illustrate the effect of parameters λ and γ on image reconstruction.
We vary these parameters while reconstructing the FORBILD head phantom
from 960 views and photon flux of 1.7× 106.
Figure 4.28 illustrates the effect of the parameter λ on image reconstruc-
tion, with γ fixed. For small values of λ, the regularizer does not exert much
influence on the reconstruction and the final image closely resembles the FBP
reconstruction, as seen in Figure 4.8a. As λ increases, the noise is reduced
at the cost of resolution. Setting λ too high eventually causes the complete
loss of features, as seen in Figure 4.28d.
Figure 4.29 demonstrates the effect of the γ on the reconstructed image
for fixed λ. As γ increases, the sparsity level of zj also increases. For large
values of γ, the zj are no longer sparse, and the reconstructed image retains
most of the noise from the FBP reconstruction. Additionally, the ringing
artifact surrounding the bony structures becomes much stronger and creates
a thick line of black pixels.
Figure 4.30 illustrates the influence of the conditioning parameters α and
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Table 4.18: Condition number of learned sparsifying transforms.
α = β 1× 10−3 1× 10−2 1× 10−1 1 10
κ(Φ) 314.5 107.7 15.1 2.2 1.3
β on the final reconstruction. For simplicity, we set α = β in all simulations.
The parameter λ is fixed to 2.4 × 10−3 and γ = 0.01. For small values
of α = β, the sparsifying transform becomes very poorly conditioned, while
large values of α = β lead to very well conditioned transforms. The condition
number of the learned transforms are collected in Table 4.18.
The poorly conditioned transforms produce reconstructions that are nearly
identical to the very well conditioned transforms. The reconstructions pri-
marily differ near the high-attenuation regions of the phantom. A magnified
view of one of these regions is shown in Figure 4.31 with a tightened grayscale
window of [45, 55] HU. All reconstructions show noticeable ringing artifacts
in this region. The poorly conditioned transforms yield reconstructions with
more severe ringing than the nearly unit-conditioned transforms. A 1D cut
through the bone-tissue transition is shown in Figure 4.32 and illustrates the
superior performance of well-conditioned transforms.
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4.9 Figures
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Figure 4.1: FORBILD phantom discretized with 0.75× 0.75 mm2 pixels.
Image displayed with grayscale window of [25, 75] HU.
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Figure 4.2: Reconstruction from 960 noisy projections with I0 = 3.5× 106.
Left column: Reconstructed images. Right column: Magnitude of error
images. All units in HU. (a) FBP reconstruction with Hamming-weighted
ramp filter. (b) FBP difference image. (c) TV-CT reconstruction. (d)
TV-CT difference image. (e) DL-CT reconstruction. (f) DL-CT difference
image. (g) AST-CT reconstruction. (h) AST-CT difference image.
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Figure 4.3: 1D profiles for reconstructions from 960 noiseless projections.
(a) 1D profile of high-contrast transition. (b) Corresponding location in 2D
image. (c) 1D profile of low-contrast transition. (d) Corresponding location
in 2D image.
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Figure 4.4: Reconstruction from 480 noisy projections with I0 = 3.5× 106.
Left column: reconstructed images. (a) FBP reconstruction with
Hamming-weighted ramp filter. (b) FBP difference image. (c) TV-CT
reconstruction. (d) TV-CT difference image. (e) DL-CT reconstruction. (f)
DL-CT difference image. (g) AST-CT reconstruction. (h) AST-CT
difference image.
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Figure 4.5: 1D profiles for reconstructions from 480 noiseless projections.
(a) 1D profile of high-contrast transition. (b) Corresponding location in 2D
image. (c) 1D profile of low-contrast transition. (d) Corresponding location
in 2D image.
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Figure 4.6: Reconstruction from 320 noisy projections with I0 = 3.5× 106.
Left column: reconstructed images. Right column: error images. (a) FBP
reconstruction with Hamming-weighted ramp filter. (b) FBP difference
image. (c) TV-CT reconstruction. (d) TV-CT difference image. (e) DL-CT
reconstruction. (f) DL-CT difference image. (g) AST-CT reconstruction.
(h) AST-CT difference image.
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Figure 4.7: 1D profiles for reconstructions from 320 noiseless projections.
(a) 1D profile of high-contrast transition. (b) Corresponding location in 2D
image. (c) 1D profile of low-contrast transition. (d) Corresponding location
in 2D image.
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Figure 4.8: Reconstruction from 960 noisy projections, I0 = 1.7× 106. Left
column: Reconstructed images. Right column: Magnitude of error images.
All units in HU. (a) FBP reconstruction with Hamming-weighted ramp
filter. (b) FBP difference image. (c) TV-CT reconstruction. (d) TV-CT
difference image. (e) DL-CT reconstruction. (f) DL-CT difference image.
(g) AST-CT reconstruction. (h) AST-CT difference image.
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Figure 4.9: Reconstruction from 960 noisy projections, I0 = 1.17× 106. Left
column: Reconstructed images. Right column: Magnitude of error images.
All units in HU. (a) FBP reconstruction with Hamming-weighted ramp
filter. (b) FBP difference image. (c) TV-CT reconstruction. (d) TV-CT
difference image. (e) DL-CT reconstruction. (f) DL-CT difference image.
(g) AST-CT reconstruction. (h) AST-CT difference image.
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Figure 4.10: Reference image for torso study.
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Figure 4.11: Reconstruction from 960 noisy projections and I0 = 1× 106.
Left column: Reconstructed images. Right column: Magnitude of error
images. All units in HU. (a) FBP reconstruction with Hamming-weighted
ramp filter. (b) FBP difference image. (c) TV-CT reconstruction. (d)
TV-CT difference image. (e) DL-CT reconstruction. (f) DL-CT difference
image. (g) AST-CT reconstruction. (h) AST-CT difference image.
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Figure 4.12: Magnified view of cardiac region, reconstructed from 960
projections and I0 = 1× 106. Display window is [−1000, 1000] HU. (a)
Reference image. (b) TV-CT reconstruction. (c) DL-CT reconstruction.
(d) AST-CT reconstruction.
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Figure 4.13: Reconstruction from 480 noisy projections and I0 = 10
6. Left
column: Reconstructed images. Right column: Magnitude of error images.
All units in HU. (a) FBP reconstruction with Hamming-weighted ramp
filter. (b) FBP difference image. (c) TV-CT reconstruction. (d) TV-CT
difference image. (e) DL-CT reconstruction. (f) DL-CT difference image.
(g) AST-CT reconstruction. (h) AST-CT difference image.
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Figure 4.14: Magnified view of cardiac region, reconstructed from 480
projections and I0 = 10
6. Display window is [−1000, 1000] HU. (a)
Reference image. (b) TV-CT reconstruction. (c) DL-CT reconstruction.
(d) AST-CT reconstruction.
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Figure 4.15: Reconstruction from 320 noisy projections and I0 = 10
6. Left
column: Reconstructed images. Right column: Magnitude of error images.
All units in HU. (a) FBP reconstruction with Hamming-weighted ramp
filter. (b) FBP difference image. (c) TV-CT reconstruction. (d) TV-CT
difference image. (e) DL-CT reconstruction. (f) DL-CT difference image.
(g) AST-CT reconstruction. (h) AST-CT difference image.
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Figure 4.16: Magnified view of cardiac region, reconstructed from 320
projections and I0 = 10
6. Display window is [−1000, 1000] HU. (a)
Reference image. (b) TV-CT reconstruction. (c) DL-CT reconstruction.
(d) AST-CT reconstruction.
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Figure 4.17: Reconstruction from 960 noisy projections with I0 = 5× 105.
Left column: Reconstructed images. Right column: Magnitude of error
images. All units in HU. (a) FBP reconstruction with Hamming-weighted
ramp filter. (b) FBP difference image. (c) TV-CT reconstruction. (d)
TV-CT difference image. (e) DL-CT reconstruction. (f) DL-CT difference
image. (g) AST-CT reconstruction. (h) AST-CT difference image.
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Figure 4.18: Magnified view of cardiac region, reconstructed from 960
projections with I0 = 5× 105. Display window is [−1000, 1000] HU. (a)
Reference image. (b) TV-CT reconstruction. (c) DL-CT reconstruction.
(d) AST-CT reconstruction.
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Figure 4.19: Reconstruction from 960 noisy projections with I0 = 3.3× 105.
Left column: Reconstructed images. Right column: Magnitude of error
images. All units in HU. (a) FBP reconstruction with Hamming-weighted
ramp filter. (b) FBP difference image. (c) TV-CT reconstruction. (d)
TV-CT difference image. (e) DL-CT reconstruction. (f) DL-CT difference
image. (g) AST-CT reconstruction. (h) AST-CT difference image.
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Figure 4.20: Magnified view of cardiac region, reconstructed from 960
projections and I0 = 3.3× 106. Display window is [−1000, 1000] HU. (a)
Reference image. (b) TV-CT reconstruction. (c) DL-CT reconstruction.
(d) AST-CT reconstruction.
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Figure 4.21: Reference image for liver study.
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Figure 4.22: Reconstruction from 960 noisy projections with I0 = 2× 106.
Left column: Reconstructed images. Right column: Magnitude of error
images. All units in HU. (a) FBP reconstruction with Hamming-weighted
ramp filter. (b) FBP difference image. (c) TV-CT reconstruction. (d)
TV-CT difference image. (e) DL-CT reconstruction. (f) DL-CT difference
image. (g) AST-CT reconstruction. (h) AST-CT difference image.
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Figure 4.23: Reconstruction from 480 noisy projections with I0 = 2× 106.
Left column: Reconstructed images. Right column: Magnitude of error
images. All units in HU. (a) FBP reconstruction with Hamming-weighted
ramp filter. (b) FBP difference image. (c) TV-CT reconstruction. (d)
TV-CT difference image. (e) DL-CT reconstruction. (f) DL-CT difference
image. (g) AST-CT reconstruction. (h) AST-CT difference image.
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Figure 4.24: Reconstruction from 320 noisy projections with I0 = 2× 106.
Left column: Reconstructed images. Right column: Magnitude of error
images. All units in HU. (a) FBP reconstruction with Hamming-weighted
ramp filter. (b) FBP difference image. (c) TV-CT reconstruction. (d)
TV-CT difference image. (e) DL-CT reconstruction. (f) DL-CT difference
image. (g) AST-CT reconstruction. (h) AST-CT difference image.
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Figure 4.25: Reconstruction from 960 noisy projections with I0 = 1× 106.
Left column: Reconstructed images. Right column: Magnitude of error
images. All units in HU. (a) FBP reconstruction with Hamming-weighted
ramp filter. (b) FBP difference image. (c) TV-CT reconstruction. (d)
TV-CT difference image. (e) DL-CT reconstruction. (f) DL-CT difference
image. (g) AST-CT reconstruction. (h) AST-CT difference image.
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Figure 4.26: Reconstruction from 960 noisy projections with I0 = 5× 105.
Left column: Reconstructed images. Right column: Magnitude of error
images. All units in HU. (a) FBP reconstruction with Hamming-weighted
ramp filter. (b) FBP difference image. (c) TV-CT reconstruction. (d)
TV-CT difference image. (e) DL-CT reconstruction. (f) DL-CT difference
image. (g) AST-CT reconstruction. (h) AST-CT difference image.
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Figure 4.27: (a) Objective function vs outer-loop iteration for AST-CT
reconstruction shown in Figure 4.15g. (b) Number of ADMM iterations
needed to satisfy stopping criterion. (c) Relative change in successive
iterates. (d) Normalized distance between kth and 50th iterate.
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Figure 4.28: Reconstructions from 960 views and photon flux of 1.7× 106
for various λ . The thresholding parameter is γ and α = β = 5 for all plots.
(a) λ = 3× 10−4. (b) λ = 7.8× 10−4. (c) λ = 1.4× 10−3. (d) λ = 3× 10−2.
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Figure 4.29: Reconstructions from 960 views and photon flux of 1.7× 106
for various γ. All plots have regularization parameter λ = 1× 10−3 and
α = β = 5 . (a) γ = 1× 10−3. (b) γ = 1× 10−2. (c) γ = 1× 10−1. (d) γ = 1.
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Figure 4.30: Reconstructions from 960 views and photon flux of 1.7× 106
for multiple values of α = β. All images reconstructed with λ = 2.4× 10−3,
γ = 0.01. Grayscale window of [25, 75] HU. (a) Reconstruction with
α = β = 1× 10−3. (b) Reconstruction with α = β = 1× 10−2. (c)
Reconstruction with α = β = 1. (d) Reconstruction with α = β = 10.
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Figure 4.31: Magnified view of lower-left of reconstructions in Figure 4.30.
Images displayed with grayscale window of [45, 55] HU. (a) Region being
magnified. (b) Reconstruction with α = β = 1× 10−3. (c) Reconstruction
with α = β = 1× 10−2. (d) Reconstruction with α = β = 1× 10−1. (e)
Reconstruction with α = β = 1. (f) Reconstruction with α = β = 10.
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Figure 4.32: 1D cut through bone-tissue transitions of reconstructions
shown in Figure 4.31.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions
In this thesis, a new algorithm for reconstruction of low-dose CT images
has been presented and shown to outperform the state-of-the-art algorithms.
An adaptive sparsifying transform is learned while jointly performing image
reconstruction, ensuring that the transform is tailored for the specific image
to be reconstructed.
The algorithm alternates between updating the sparsifying transform and
corresponding sparse codes, and image reconstruction. The adaptive sparsi-
fying transform and sparse code updates are done using closed form solutions
at low computational cost. The ADMM framework was used to provide a
computationally efficient solution to the statistically weighted image recon-
struction problem.
The algorithm was shown to outperform synthesis dictionary learning regu-
larization at less than half of the cost. Simulations with phantom and clinical
data show that adaptive sparsifying transform regularization provides supe-
rior reconstructions to traditional filtered backprojection and statistically
weighted total-variation reconstruction.
The use of more sophisticated transform learning frameworks is a subject
for future study. Sparsifying transforms which are learned to match a par-
ticular structure may lead to further improvements. Transforms which are
adapted to preserve and emphasize low-contrast features are a second promis-
ing direction. For sparsifying transform regularization to be a viable option
for 3D tomography, computationally and memory efficient implementations
will be necessary.
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